About the Com Center
■Overview of facility
The Com-Center is an Aisin Group exhibition hall built in
2015 to mark the 50th anniversary of the establishment of
Aisin Seiki and the Aisin Group.
In addition to presenting the history of the Aisin Group, the
hall exhibits key Aisin Group products as they have evolved
over the years, and gives an overview of the Group’s growth
and evolution, comprehensive strengths, and advanced, innovative technologies.
The building will be environmentally friendly, with an energy-efficient solar power generation system and Aisin’s own
cutting-edge energy-related products, including gas heat
pump (GHP) air conditioning and a gas cogeneration system.
※The new Com-Center is a replacement for an earlier exhibition hall that
opened in 2001.

Information
Please feel free to view the Com Center at your own pace.
H o u r s │9:00 AM - 5:00 PM (enter by 4:30 PM)
C l o s e d │Saturday, Sunday, and days when the company is
not operating
Parking lots│Head Office guest parking lot
Admission│Free

Getting to the Center
■Address：

2-1, Asahi-machi, Kariya, Aichi, Japan
■By train：
Kariya Station on the JR Tokaido line.
Approx. 15 minutes on foot, 5 minutes by taxi.
Kariya Station on the Meitetsu Mikawa line.
Approx. 15 minutes on foot, 5 minutes by taxi.
■By car：
Approx. 15 minutes from the Toyota-Minami interchange on the
Isewangan Expressway
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■Aisin Group
Companies in the Aisin Group are making advances in a wide
range of technological fields. Based on the philosophy of
“Quality First,” the Group brings together its comprehensive
strengths and unparalleled technological capabilities to work
toward a society of greater safety, comfort, and harmony in
the global environment.
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Floor Map
Products Zone

Lifestyle and Energy Zone
Corporate Zone

Innovation

Offers an overview of the global Aisin Group and
its activities in various countries.

This zone exhibits Aisin Group products created
with the latest state-of-the-art technologies.
The mechanisms and features of vehicles and
auto parts are presented in an easy-to-understand fashion through cutaway models, moving
models, and videos.

The Aisin Group’s lifestyle- and energy-related
products are displayed in a residential-style
interior.
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A film about Aisin can be viewed.

Body
"Monozukuri" Zone

Open-air exhibition space

History Zone

Lifestyle and
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For a Better Tomorrow

Theater

Showcases the Aisin Group's history, growth,
and evolution since the formation of Aisin Seiki
in 1965, and some of the most memorable
products we have developed over the years.

Reception

A video on the mobile society of the future that
the Aisin Group envisions.
History Zone

Corporate Zone
CSR &
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"Monozukuri" Zone
Presents the research and development,
evaluation testing, and production technologies
that go into the Aisin Group's "Quality First"
manufacturing.

Entrance

Group & Global

Lockers

Projection Mapping Theater
See an actual-size car model that appears to
move dynamically in 3D through video wizardry
employing seven projectors. Have a full-body
experience of the fun and excitement of a
vehicle in motion.

